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While survival is a necessary human instinct, achieving total security for
self-aware organisms is actually not a desirable outcome.
That is the message from Jeffrey Dunne’s winning entry in the 2013
Center for Homeland Defense and Security Essay Contest. Dunne’s
paper bested 75 entries in the sixth year of the annual competition, the
Center announced May 31.
Dunne of Laurel, Md., is Chief Scientist, Cyber Assessments, at Johns
Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory.
The topic of this year’s competition was “What is a dangerous idea you
have about homeland security and why is it dangerous?”
“From my point of view, it’s the difference between the destination versus the journey,” Dunne said. “It’s always
tough to focus on the journey; one is trying to solve a problem and the focus is on the endpoint, but when it comes to
security it’s the journey that matters. The endpoint (total security) is an unrealizable goal, because people are
always finding new and better things. The belief that you are secure actually makes you as unsecure as you can
possibly be.”
Dunne addressed the prompt in his essay by asserting that “While the pursuit of safety is a fundamental and
essential component of the survival instinct, the successful completion of that pursuit is actually detrimental.”
Full security would only be possible absent the need to compete for resources. In the real world where organisms
compete for resources, impenetrable security hinders the adeptness needed for such competition. And that is what
is self-defeating about total security, Dunne contends.
He used examples from biological and business system to support his assertion.
During the era of airline regulation major airlines became complacent. There was little competition in the
marketplace and as a result customer service was minimal and prices remained bolstered. When smaller, leaner
airlines began to compete with the large carriers found “that their stagnation made them uncompetitive.”
The concept also clearly applies in biology: “Once a group of humans ceases to adapt and evolve, only a very
delicately balanced environment with unlimited resources will enable that group to persist indefinitely.”
Erik Archibald, research assistant at the University of Delaware Disaster Research Center, was a competition finalist
with his entry titled “Homeland Security: Trusting the Public,” which analyzes engaging the power of the public in
homeland security.
The Center for Homeland Defense and Security sponsors the annual Essay Competition to stimulate critical thinking
in the homeland security discipline.
Winning and finalist essays are available at:
Abstract URL – https://www.hsdl.org/?abstract&did=737339
PDF URL – https://www.hsdl.org/?view&did=737339
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